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Abstract

Important component of human-robot interaction is the capability to associate se-
mantic concepts to encountered locations and objects. This functionality is essential
for visually guided navigation as well as location and object recognition. In this pa-
per we focus on the problem of door detection using visual information only. Doors
are frequently encountered in structured man-made environments and function as
transitions between different places. We adopt a probabilistic approach for door
detection, by defining the likelihood of various features for generated door hypothe-
ses. Different from the previous approaches the proposed model captures both the
shape and appearance of the door. This is learned from a few training examples, ex-
ploiting additional assumptions about structure of indoors environments. After the
learning stage, we describe a hypothesis generation process and several approaches
to evaluate the likelihood of the generated hypotheses. The approach is tested on
numerous examples of indoor environments, showing a good performance providing
the door extent in images is sufficiently large and well supported by low level feature
measurements.

Key words: door detection, generative models, geometry and appearance
likelihood

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a new technique for detecting doors in perspective
images of indoors environment using only visual information. Detection of
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doors is of great importance for various navigation and manipulation tasks.
The doors are often places which separate different locations, can be used
as landmarks for navigation and/or relative positioning or waypoints to guide
exploration and SLAM strategies [1]. They also need to be recognized for door
opening and navigation to neighbouring rooms [2,3].

The problem of door detection has been studied numerous times in the past.
The existing approaches differ in the type of sensors they use and the variabil-
ity of the environment/images they consider. For example in [4] and [5] doors
are detected using both visual information and range data (sonar). In [4] au-
thors exploit the fact that vision is good for providing long range information
(beyond the range of ultrasound sensor) and detect and group vertical lines
based on the expected dimensions of the door and form initial door hypothe-
ses. In [5] the authors tackle more general problem of obtaining a model of
the environment defined by instantiations of several objects of predefined class
(e.g. doors, walls) given range data and color images from an omni-directional
camera. The doors are then detected as particular instantiations of the door
model, given all the sensory data. The door hypotheses are obtained by fit-
ting linear segments to laser range data and associated color values from the
omnidirectional camera. In [6] both laser data and cameras were integrated in
such manner that trinocular vision sytem was used to select a possible door
initial location and laser measurements allowed to dynamically update the
door location while navigating towards it. In [7] authors focus on handling
the variations in door appearance due to camera pose, by characterizing prop-
erties of the individual segments using linguistic variables of size, direction
and height and combine the evidence using fuzzy logic. Additional work using
visual information only was reported in [8], where only geometric information
about configurations of line segments is used. In most instances, only the doors
which were clearly visible and close to the observer were selected as correct
hypotheses.

Additional motivation for revisiting the door detection problem is to explore
the suitability of general object detection/recognition techniques to door de-
tection/recognition problem. Doors belong to category of objects which do
not have a very discriminative appearance, have quite discriminative shape
and whose shape projection varies dramatically as a function of viewpoint,
similarly to e.g. tables or shelves. The object recognition techniques explored
extensively in computer vision, commonly adopt so called part based models
of objects, which consider representations of objects in terms of parts [9] and
spatial relationships between them. Learning the object parts for different ob-
ject classes is often the first stage of existing approaches. The classification
methods then vary depending whether full generative model is sought or dis-
criminative techniques are used, or combination of both. In the simplest of the
generative model settings, the recognition stage proceeds with the computa-
tion of the posterior probability p(Object|X, A), where X, A are the positions
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and appearance of the object parts. Assuming that object can be characterized
by a small number of parameters θ learned from training examples the likeli-
hood p(X,A|θ) can then be evaluated given the image measurements . With
the discriminative approaches, multi-class classifiers are trained to distinguish
between low-level features characteristic of a particular class [10] and typically
proceed in a supervised or weakly supervised setting. In the robotic domain
the discriminative approach has been applied for place and door recognition
using Adaboost learning procedure, with geometric features computed from
laser and Haar-like features computed from images as input features [11].

Compared to part based representations [9], we pursue a model based ap-
proach. In this case the geometry of the door is given and is specified by a
small number of parameters and the appearance is learned from few training
examples. This type of representation resembles models used in interpretations
of architectural styles and man-made environments, where the analysed scenes
are typically well characterized by a small number of geometric/architectural
primitives [12]. Instead of proposing the generative model of the whole im-
age, we use the constraints of man-made environments to generate multiple
hypotheses and use the learned probability distribution to evaluate their like-
lihood.

Outline

Section 2 describes the probabilistic model we adopt for door detection. We
model the doors by a set of parameters, which are detailed together with their
learnt models in section 3. The hypothesis generation process is explained in
Section 4, followed in Section 5 by the likelihood evaluation process. Finally
sections 6 and 7 present door detection experiments and some conclusions of
the work.

2 Problem formulation

We will assume that the door model is well described by a small set of param-
eters θ. Ideally, if we were to pursue a fully Bayesian approach, we would first
learn or have at our disposal prior distributions of these parameters.

We start with a restricted simple setting where we seek to compute p(Object|X, A),
given the measurements X, A characterizing the shape and appearance of ob-
ject hypotheses detected in the image:

p(Object|X, A) ∝ p(X, A|Object)P (Object).
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Assuming that all objects are equally likely and that our object of interest can
be well described by a small set of parameters θ = (θS, θA), shape and appear-
ance parameters respectively, this posterior probability can be decomposed:

P (θ|X, A) ∝ P (X, A|θ)P (θ) = P (X, A|θS, θA)P (θS, θA)

= P (X, A|θS, θA)P (θA)P (θS). (1)

We consider the parameters θS and θA to be independent, e.g. appearance
(color/texture) of a primitive is independent of its shape and vice versa. The
interpretation of the final terms in (1) is as follows:

• P (θS) represents the prior knowledge about the geometric shape parameters
of the door, for instance the ratio between width and height of the door or the
position of the c3 corner, which should be touching the floor.

• P (θA) is the prior information on the appearance of the object, in our case
doors. This information is typically learned from examples. In this work we
will exploit only color information, but more elaborate appearance models
based on texture can be incorporated.

• P (X, A|θS, θA) is the likelihood term of individual measurements, given a
particular instantiation of the model parameters θ = (θS, θA).

In the presented work, we consider maximum likelihood values of the param-
eters θS and θA. For shape these are are given by a known model and for
appearance are learned in a supervised setting. More details about these pa-
rameters will be provided in Section 3). The likelihood term can be further
factored, assuming that the appearance and the shape are independent at-
tributes, as:

P (X, A|θA, θS) = P (A|X, θA, θS)P (X|θA, θS) (2)

= P (A|X, θA)P (X|θS).

The shape likelihood evaluation is explained in Section 5.1 and the appearance
likelihood evaluation approaches are described in Section 5.2.

3 Learning the model parameters

As mentioned before, our model for doors is described by a set of parame-
ters characterizing the shape and appearance of the object. While the shape
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parameters are given, the appearance parameters are learned from observa-
tions of labeled data. Later in the experimental section, some examples of the
labeled images used for the learning process are shown (Fig. 11).

3.1 Shape representation

The shape model of our object of interest can be characterized by parameters
θS = [nc, r], where nc is the number of corner features that support the model.
Section 4.1 explains how these corner features are obtained from test images
and r = w

h
, where w and h are width and height of a door (see Fig. 1). These

parameters characterize well the general shape of doors commonly encountered
in indoors environments.

C1

C4

C2

C3
(x3,y3)

lH3

lV3

h
(height)

w (width)

Fig. 1. Model of a door and components of one corner-feature fitted in the model
(C3): corner location (x3, y3) and lines (lH , lV ) that give rise to the cross point.

The number of corners in the model is 4 and the ratio r is established to have a
reference value λr in frontal views. This λr is 0.4 for typical observed samples.

3.2 Appearance representation

The appearance parameters of the modelled object θA can be learned from
reference hand labeled door-segments shown in the experimental section. The
main issue is how to represent the appearance information. Here we examine
the most promising representations for the appearance among those studied in
preliminary results on this work [13]. The appearance is represented by color
signatures (histograms) computed for each door image region in the training
set. We use the Lab (CIE 1976 (L* a* b*)) color space, which is commonly
preferred, since it best approximates perceptually uniform color space [14]. The
computation of these histograms has been studied under different variations
explained below.
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Depending on the way the 3D color space is represented, three ways of building
the histograms were considered:

• Marginal histograms with fixed bin centers. Each color band is quantized in
n possible color values and is represented by a n-bins histogram. Therefore
each region is represented by a 3n bin histogram. For instance we quantize
each color band to 6 bits (instead of the typical 8 bits representation, we use
6 as a compromise between accuracy and histograms dimension) we have 26

possible values per color band. Then, if we build a bin in the histogram for
each possible value, a 64-bins histogram is computed for each of the three
bands, as can be seen in the example in Fig.2. With this representation
we are assuming that the three color bands are independent, yielding a
low dimensional representation of the histogram. This assumption has been
successfully applied before [15] and has been shown to be useful in cases
where there are few training examples (as it occurs in our case).

• Full histograms with fixed bin centers. In this case we consider the three
color band values in a joint space. In our case the color space is quantized
from the typical 24 bits representation (considering 256 possible values for
each of the three color bands) to 12 bits (24 possible values for each band).
In practice, each of the three color bands should be fitted to a range between
0 and 15, giving a set of 4096 possible colors. Each 3D color [L, a, b] now is
represented in 1D with this value: 162 a

255
15 + 16 b

255
15 + c

255
15. Including

one bin in the histogram per each possible value a 4096-bin histogram is
computed for each region, as shown in the example in Fig.2.

1
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0

0.5

1
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0.2

Lab color space represented with 6 bits per band
  (64 values per band)

L - histogram

a - histogram

b - histogram

(a) (b)
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0

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

0.012

Lab colorspace represented in 1D (4096 possible colors)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Sample door region 1 .(b) Marginal and (c) Full normalized histograms
with fixed bin centers.
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• Full histograms with variable bin centers. As opposed to the two previous
representations, in this case the bin centers in the histograms are variable
and depend on the color distribution in each region. Clustering is performed
on all pixel color values of each door region. We use k = 10 clusters per
region. Then, each pixel in the region is assigned to closest center and this
constitutes the histogram or more generally a signature of the region. Fig. 3
shows an example of the construction of this variable-bins histograms.
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Fig. 3. (a) Sample door region. (b) Door region pixels clustering: the centroid loca-
tion of each cluster is marked with a thick circle and the number of each centroid
is plotted with the number of pixels assigned to that cluster between parenthesis.
(c) Normalized Variable bin center histogram.

Once we have learned the models of the parameters describing the object of
interest, we can evaluate the likelihood of possible instantiations of the object
model with regard to them.

4 Hypotheses generation

The selection of individual hypotheses on a certain image consists of two main
steps: a low level features extraction process followed by the initial hypotheses
instantiation which we describe next.
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4.1 Geometric primitives extraction

First, line segments are extracted from the image with our implementation
of the approach described [16] and the vanishing points are estimated with
the approach described in [17]. Using vanishing point information the line
segments are grouped in two sets: lines which are aligned with the vertical
vanishing direction and lines which are aligned with either horizontal direc-
tion or the z optical axis. All possible intersections between vertical and the
remaining sets of lines are computed. The intersection points which have low
corner response (measured by Harris corner quality function) are rejected.
Figure 4 shows an example of the extracted lines grouped using the vanishing
information (in red vertical ones, in blue non-vertical ones). In the same figure,
all the intersection points that were close to line segments are shown with a
cross (+), and those that remained after the high cornerness response filtering
are re-marked with squares around (2). Finally the detected intersections are
classified into 4 types (c1, c2, c3 and c4), according to the kind of corner that
they produce (see Fig. 5).

4.2 Instantiation of initial hypotheses

The corner features detected in the previous stage are grouped into sets of
compatible ones, which are used to define initial hypotheses. In the first stage
pairs of compatible corners ({c1, c2}, {c1, c3}, {c2, c4} and {c3, c4}) are found.
To consider a pair of corners to be compatible we take into account its align-
ment, according to the directions of the lines (lV ,lH) that generated those
corner features. For example, a corner of type c1 is considered compatible
with all corners of type c2 which are on the right of c1 type corner and whose
respective line segments lH are aligned up to a small threshold. This search for
two corner hypotheses is followed by the intersection between the sets of 2 cor-
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Fig. 4. Line segments grouped in vanishing directions (vertical in red, non-vertical in
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(black 2).
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C1
corner type 1

C2
corner type 2

C3
corner type 3

C4
corner type 4

intersection
point

line segment

lH

lV lV

lV
lVlH

lH lH

Fig. 5. Examples of line intersections considered and the four types of corner features
that can be generated.

ners, obtaining sets of 3 compatible corners: {c1, c2, c3}, {c1, c3, c4}, {c1, c2, c4},
{c2, c3, c4}. Similarly, we look for intersections between the 3-corner hypothe-
ses to obtain hypotheses supported by 4-corners {c1, c2, c3, c4}.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Initial hypotheses generated for a test image. All extracted corner features
are shown with a black square. (a) 1-corner hypotheses; (b) 2-corner hypotheses ;
(c) 3-corner hypotheses; (d) 4-corner hypotheses

After this stage, we have four types of hypotheses: supported by 4, 3 or 2
corner features or comprised by those singleton corners that did not have
compatible corner features. Example hypotheses generated for an image are
shown in Fig. 6. All extracted corner features are marked by a square (�), the
corners contributing to each hypothesis are marked by ∗, and the dotted lines
show the area delimited by the hypothesis. Each subplot shows the hypothe-
ses contributed by 1, 2, 3 or 4 corners respectively for the same test image.
Only for the 4 corner hypotheses all supporting corners correspond to real
corner features (�). In the remaining cases the missing corners are generated
by completing the rectangle with the information from the available corner
features, using their supporting line segments as shown in Fig. 7.
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corner features supporting the hypothesis

lH
lV

lV

lV

lH

lH

generated missing corners for the hypothesis

lHlV

lV
lH

3-corner hypothesis completion 2-corner hypothesis completion

lV
lH

1-corner hypothesis completion

Fig. 7. Examples of the completion of initial hypothesis supported by less than 4
corner features.

5 Hypothesis evaluation - Likelihood computation

Previous Section 3 describes several door parameters and their models, which
can be used to compute the probability of a region of pixels being a door. In
this section we demonstrate the computation of the complete likelihood for
each of the generated hypotheses (Section 4) being a door.

Lets suppose the image measurements X and A, for all generated hypothe-
ses, which are characterizing some shape attributes and some appearance
attributes respectively. In order to compute the probability P (X, A|θ), it
can be decomposed as explained in Section 2 as a two factor expression:
P (X,A|θ) = P (A|X, θA)P (X|θS).

5.1 Evaluation of shape likelihood

As described previously, the shape parameters of the door model are θS = [nc, r]
(see section 3.1). Therefore, the likelihood of a hypothesis given its shape pa-
rameters is a combination of two terms

P (X|θS) = P (X|nc)P (X|r), (3)

where X are the shape related measurements associated with the hypothesis,
namely the supporting corners and the ratio of the associated region. The first
term, P (X|θnc) assigns higher likelihood to hypotheses which were supported
by larger number of corner features. It consists of a discrete pdf described in
next Eq. (4):

P (X|nc) = 1− 0.1(4 − nc), (4)

with nc ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].

The second term P (X|r) takes into account the ratio between the height and
width of a door. We consider a typical ratio w

h
for a common door in a frontal

view as λr = 0.4 in our observations. We evaluate the ratio between the height
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and width of the hypothesis taking into account how far is that hypothesis
from the frontal view of a door by checking the perpendicularity of the lines
composing the corner features. Then, the shape likelihood terms becomes:

P (X|r) = e
−( w

h
−λr)

σ2 , (5)

with σ2 = π/2
α

, where α is the angle, range [0 , π/2], between non-vertical line
and vertical line that determined a certain corner. It takes into account the
variability on the confidence of the ratio as a function of viewpoint. In Fig. 8,
there are several examples of hypotheses supported with different number of
corners. For each hypothesis, the figure shows the probability obtained with
Eq. (5) followed by the ratio w

h
and the σ obtained as explained above. It can

be seen there, how the evaluation gracefully handles perspective distortion.
For example see the hypothesis on the right of the left image, they have the
ratio w

h
far from the λr, but as they are identified as non frontal views, they

are not as much penalized as other hypothesis also with bad ratio but frontal
view (see hypothesis on the left of the same image). When the hypothesis is
close to a fronto-parallel view, the ratio between width and height correctly
penalizes ”non-door” rectangular hypotheses.

Shape likelihood ~ ratio h/w ~sigma

0.956~0.446~1
0.754~0.682~1

0.582~0.987~1.04

0.929~0.326~1

0.404~1.31~1
0.514~1.07~1

0.699~0.758~1

0.487~1.18~1.04

0.0512~3.47~1.02

0.896~0.129~1.57

0.65~0.836~1.01

0.972~0.371~1.01

0.926~0.126~1.88

0.465~1.16~1

0.769~0.691~1.05

0.225~1.98~1.03

0.56~1.06~1.07

0.993~0.375~1.88

0.883~0.274~1.01

shape−based likelihood

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Shape likelihood. (a) examples of hypotheses with its P (X|r) (see eq. 5),
and corresponding ratio w

h and σ (for graphical simplification not all the hypothesis
details are plotted). (b) example of shape likelihood of each hypothesis (the darker
the color, the lower likelihood).

5.2 Evaluation of appearance likelihood

In order to be able to compute the appearance likelihood P (A|X, θA) of pixels
in a particular region to be door pixels, there are several ways how to represent
the density function. This section focuses on the two main approaches followed
to perform this evaluation. One is based on fixed bin centers histogram rep-
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resentation for the appearance and the other one in the variable bin centers
histogram representation, both of them explained in section 3.2:

• Gaussian Mixture based approach (GM). This approach uses the fixed-
bins location histograms explained previously (section 3.2). Both their full
and marginal variants have been studied. The distribution of the reference
(learned) color histograms is modelled as a mixture of Gaussians. The refer-
ence histograms, with either marginal or full variations, are clustered with
k-means and each cluster is represented by a centroid, mass and covariance.
The probability of a certain region obtained from hypothesis generation and
having an appearance of a door depends on the distance, dB, to the closest
cluster:

P (A|X, θA) = e
−dB
σh . (6)

The distance dB between two normalized histograms h1 and h2 is based on
the Bhattacharyya distance

dB(h1, h2) = 1−
n∑

i=1

√
h1(i)h2(i),

where n is the number of histogram bins and h(i) the weight of the ith bin.
• k-NN density estimation based approach (kNN). This approach uses the

variable bin locations histograms explained previously (section 3.2). To eval-
uate the probability of a certain region obtained in hypothesis generation
stage, we compute the histogram and the k-nearest neighbours among the
learned door-region histograms are found. Then the density estimation is
performed with these k histograms as:

P (A|X, θA) =
k

nV
, (7)

being k the number of nearest neighbours selected from the n reference
samples (learned histograms). V is the volume occupied by the k-neighbours.

In this approach, the Earth Mover’s distance (dEMD) [18] is used to search
for the closest histograms to a given one. This distance takes into account
the bin center values and the weights of each bin, so it is very convenient for
the variable bin representation used. This distance computed between two
histograms h1 = {(x1, p1), ..., (xn, pn)} and h2 = {(y1, q1), ..., (yn, pn)} is
obtained as:

dEMD(h1, h2) =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 dijfij∑m

i=1

∑n
j=1 fij

. (8)

xi, yi are the bin centroid values and pi, qi are the weights of each bin. dij is
the ground distance between xi and yj and fij is the flow between xi and
yj that minimizes the cost

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 dijfij, as defined in [18].
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Fig. 9 shows several likelihood-masks which represent the likelihood of the
generated hypothesis using different approaches to represent the appearance
parameters.

Generated Hypothesis LAB appearance−based likelihood − 64FixBinsFrom64colors

(a) (b)
LAB appearance−based likelihood − 4096FixBinsFrom4096colors LAB appearance−based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. Appearance likelihood evaluation for the hypothesis generated in a test image
(a) with different approaches: (b) GM -marginal histograms, (c) GM -full histograms
and (d) k-NN -full histograms.

To obtain the complete likelihood evaluation, both terms, shape and appear-
ance, should be integrated. Fig. 10 shows some examples where it is possible
to observe the improvement when including both kinds of information, shape
and appearance. The two examples show in the first row the hypothesis gen-
erated and the shape likelihood evaluation, in the second row the appearance
likelihood evaluation with two different approaches and in the last row the
integrated shape+appearance likelihood.

6 Experimental Results

This section shows the most representative results from an extensive set of
experiments, showing some advantages and disadvantages of the approaches
studied.The experiments were performed with conventional images from dif-
ferent sets, some of them acquired from our robots and hand-labeled (sets
GMU1 and GMU2 ), others obtained from internet sources (set web1 ) to test
the approach on more examples from different environments.
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Generated Hypothesis shape−based likelihood Generated Hypothesis shape−based likelihood

(a) (b) (a) (b)
LAB appearance−based likelihood − 4096FixBinsFrom4096colors LAB appearance−based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity LAB appearance−based likelihood − 4096FixBinsFrom4096colors LAB appearance−based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity

(c) (d) (c) (d)
LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 4096FixBinsFrom4096colors LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 4096FixBinsFrom4096colors LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity

(e) (e)

Fig. 10. Shape and likelihood masks obtained for two examples. (a) Test images
with the evaluated hypothesis. (b) Shape likelihood masks. (c) Appearance likeli-
hood masks using GM approach and (d) appearance likelihood masks using k-NN
approach. The last row (e) shows the integration of shape and each of the appear-
ance evaluations. In all masks, the ligther the color the higher probability.

6.1 Reference image sets and labeling

The data sets GMU1 and GMU2 correspond to a robot tour around two indoor
office like environments. Only four images from each set were used for learning
the appearance model. Images from one set contained 3 frontal views of doors
and 3 oblique views of doors. The four images from the other set contained 9
oblique views. All doors are wooden ones, except two of them that are elevator
doors. They were hand labeled by selecting the rectangular region that covers
approximately the door area in the image. Fig. 11 shows these reference images
with their corresponding labeled doors. Around half of the remaining images
from these data sets (37 images, with 76 doors) distributed along the two robot
tours were used to test the performance of the door recognition approaches.

The other images used to test door detection were obtained from the web
using image search engines (web1 ). The images were selected from a search
done using the words: door,wooden,corridor. Fig. 12 shows some views from
these sets. These images will be used only as test images for detecting doors
in them using the models learnt from our labeled data.
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Fig. 11. Reference images from sets GMU1 and GMU2 used for the learning stage,
with their corresponding hand-labeled door rectangular regions.

Fig. 12. Set web1 : examples of test images obtained from the web.

6.2 Hypothesis acceptance criteria

In order to evaluate the door recognition performance, different criteria could
be followed to decide which hypothesis are accepted as doors after the like-
lihood evaluation. As most hypotheses get a not zero probability of being a
door, the most suitable approach is to establish a threshold to accept or re-
ject hypothesis. Fixed and variable thresholds have been studied. The variable
ones, depending on the likelihood evaluation of the current image, have shown
better performance (e.g. taking as acceptance threshold the median value of
the likelihoods or a 75% of the maximum likelihood in the current test im-
age). Fig. 13 shows two test images with the hypothesis accepted using two
different criteria (thresholds) and their estimated likelihoods. As we will con-
firm in next section with the more detailed performance evaluation (Table 1),
the fixed thresholds handle better with cases with no doors in the image (see
right example of this figure), however they seem to provide a worse overall
performance.
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Fig. 13. Hypothesis accepted using different approaches/criteria. Left: typical test
image. Right: test image without doors.

6.3 Performance evaluation

Some detailed door detection performance results are shown in this section.
They were obtained using the hand-labeled data sets (GMU1, GMU2 ), in order
to have reference information to evaluate the recognition/detection rates.

Two different measures have been taken into account to evaluate quantita-
tively the recognition results. First, the number of doors detected from the
doors appearing in the images (% recognized), and secondly, the % of pixels in
the accepted hypothesis that were correctly or wrongly classified (% pixels ok
or % pixels false positives respectively). Fig. 14 shows several bar plots with
these measurements for different approaches evaluation using different accep-
tance thresholds.

Table 1 presents more detailed information of the approaches with better
performance. Each row corresponds to a different approach. #doors is the total
amount of doors in the test images, column OK shows the percentage of doors
recognized and column OKpix the percentage of all pixels from the reference
labeled regions included in the accepted hypothesis. % OK is always higher or
equal than % OKpix, as accepted door hypothesis usually cover a smaller region
in the image than the manually selected region for the evaluation. Columns
front, whole and closed show the recognition rate if only the corresponding
kind of door view (frontal view, whole door view or closed door) is taken
into account. As could be expected, the easiest cases (e.g., frontal views and
full door views) are almost always detected. Finally column FPpix contains
the percentage of non-door pixels from the images included in the accepted
hypothesis, and FP noDoor

pix is the same measurement but in the special case
of images with no doors. All approaches gave a relatively high rate of these
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Fig. 14. Door recognition performance for the main approaches studied, with differ-
ent acceptance criterias. 0.05,0.1,0.2,0.25,0.4,0.6 are fixed thresholds; pA (percentil
A) and B%max (B% of the maximum likelihood found) are variable thresholds.

false positives, mainly due to test images with no doors, where the variable
thresholds do not seem very suitable. As we can see from the results, fixed
thresholds usually present lower amount of false positives.

Table 1
Door recognition evaluation (acceptance thresholds percentil 25 - p25 and 0.2 or
0.05)

#doors : 76 OK front whole closed OKpix FPpix FPnoDoor
pix

Full Hist - GM - p25 88% 100% 81% 88% 79% 39% 33%

Full Hist - GM - 0.25 88% 100% 81% 88% 79% 33% 32%

Marginal Hist -GM - p25 79% 92% 73% 81% 74% 36% 36%

Marginal Hist -GM - 0.25 80% 92% 76% 83% 74% 37% 24%

Full Hist - k-NN - p25 86% 92% 78% 85% 75% 33% 35%

Full Hist - k-NN - 0.05 72% 92% 73% 75% 65% 24% 18%

Fig. 15 shows some of typical non-recognized doors. Note that most of them
were too far, therefore too small to obtain reliable features or they were highly
occluded and no corner-features were extracted in the door region. Table 2
shows the results for the same experiments detailed in previous Table 1 if we
do not take into account the doors smaller than a threshold (in this case with
image area smaller than 2000 pixels).

In these results, the main reason for failure in the recognition seems to be the
lack of features for very small (distant) and narrow doors, so this could be
improved by adding alternative hypothesis instantiation possibilities where no
cross points from lines would be necessary. In the mobile robot navigation,
which is our motivating application, the small, difficult to recognize doors
due to their size, would change the apparent size as the robot moves around.
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Fig. 15. Typical failure examples: the ellipses point some typical doors that are not
correctly identified with any approach.

Table 2
Door recognition of doors over 2000 pixels in the image (acceptance threshold per-
centil 25 - p25)

#doors : 51 OK front whole closed OKpix FPpix FPnoDoor
pix

Full Hist - GM 90% 100% 82% 90% 79% 40% 33%

Marginal Hist - GM 84% 92% 75% 82% 75% 37% 32%

Full Hist - k-NN 86% 92% 79 % 85 % 72 % 33 % 34 %

The high percentage of false positives obtained with some approaches may be
improved by adopting more complex appearance representation or using addi-
tional information about the geometry of the environment, which would reject
some of the hypotheses. This would be specially useful in environments with
specular floors and walls, that shows similar appearance than the searched
object in the reflected area, e.g. as in the image in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Some reflectant-situations that cause many false positives.

6.3.1 Additional examples

In this section we present several examples of the ”likelihood-masks” obtained
for some of the web test images. As mentioned before, these test images come
from different environments than the images used to learn the reference model.
The good recognition results for some of the examples in Fig. 17 show that
similar appearance (similar door materials) are enough to get a nice perfor-
mance in door detection with our learned model. There are still many cases
where it does not work properly. For instance the example (d) gives higher
likelihood to the glass inner part of the door than to the wooden area. This is
due to the configuration of the door, that is quite different from the doors used
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in the learning phase: this example is also wooden door but with a big glass
area in the middle, therefore any of the learned door region appearance sig-
natures include a mixed distribution half wood half glass. On the other hand
the door detected in (c) it gets quite high likelihood even if it is not wooden
door. Notice that the metal part has similar appearance than the metal frames
from the doors in the learning stage. Since in the learning stage we had doors
where mostly all the visible pixels were the frame, then metal only appearance
regions were also included in the appearance model.

Generated Hypothesis Generated Hypothesis
Generated Hypothesis

Generated Hypothesis

LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensityLAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity

 0.2  (thresh=0.2)

LAB appearance + shape based likelihood − 10VarBinsFrom4096colors−KnnDensity

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 17. Door detection in test images from the web. Top row: test images with the
generated hypothesis. Bottom: hypothesis likelihood evaluation.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new technique for detecting doors using
only visual information. The probability distribution P (Object|θ) is learnt in
a parametric form from a few reference images in a supervised setting. A
model based approach is taken, where the door model is described by a small
set of parameters θ characterizing the shape and the appearance of the object.
The geometry of the door is specified by small number of parameters and the
appearance is learned from the reference data. We use constraints of man-
made environments to generate multiple hypotheses of the model and use the
learned probability distribution to evaluate their likelihood. The approach has
been extensively tested and evaluated, with good recognition rates as long as
the door extent in images is sufficiently large and well supported by low level
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feature measurements.

As future work, we plan to investigate alternative appearance models and in-
corporate some priors on the shape parameters, e.g. a door should be touching
the floor. With more complex models, this approach could be easily extended
to a more general setting and allow to explore possibilities to disambiguate be-
tween other objects with not very discriminative appearance and large shape
distortions induced by change of viewpoint, such as tables or shelves. Addi-
tional avenue which we would like to explore is to incorporate this technique
in a robot mapping and exploration module in a dynamic setting. Alternative
challenge not resolved by the proposed model is the capability of recognizing
completely open door, where the learned appearance is replaced by the clutter
visible behind the door.
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